INTRODUCTION
Since its inception, professional nursing has declared in no uncertain terms the need for commitment to the service of mankind by the nurse practitioner. This, according to Searle, Brink and Beukes (1983) is evidenced by the wealth of nursing literature devoted to the enhancement of the image of the profession and the promotion of the quality of nursing care. In a well-intended effort to achieve this purpose, much energy has been expended with the result that commitment as a concept has become almost a household word in professional nursing circles. However, very little effort has been made to analyse the nature of commitment as a factor in nursing. This has led to the m atter-of-fact use of the concept and its consequent ambiguity and loss of meaning.
Various authors in the profession agree that the use of ambiguous language by a profession i ndicates scienti fic weakness (Rogers 1971,85) . It spells failure on the part of the profession to identify its uniqueness. It is thus argued that the extent to which the nursing profession can su c c e e d in m e e tin g its m u lti-fa c e te d responsibilities depends, among others things, on its ability to clarify with reasonable accuracy the meanings and significance of all traditional ideologies on which it has been founded. This is particularly so when one considers the need for professional nursing to hold its own among other professions. It is pointed out by many nurse leaders that for its healthy and stable growth, the profession canleastafford to discard its values (Searle 1968; Czmowski 1974) . New discoveries should be used to reinforce their valid precursors, and together they should be used to structure new concrete foundations. P a ra lle ls and c o n v e rg e n c ie s sh o u ld be identified. C om placency on the part of professionals regarding loss of values only creates uncertainty and conflict and at best, passivity with all its undersirable consequences.
Ethical parallels and convergencies need to be identified in order to solidify the matrix of the character of professional nursing.
Lack of Com m itm ent
Commitment is identified by several nurse leaders as a central pivot from which care emerges. Bevis (1982) states that the quality of nursing care depends upon the quality of those giving care. Searle etal. (1983) among others, submit that commitment has a definite positive influence on the quality of nursing care. Emphasizing the need for professional nurses to internalize certain values in respect of patient care, S earle et al. (1983) w rite, ' This transformation and outlook engenders the sense o f commitment with which nursing educators and nursing practitioners are concerned and which is the essence o f the profession's service to mankind''. Whilst this is so, it is impossible to overlook the growing concern pertinent to an apparent lack of professional commitment among nurses as a whole. Such statements as the ones that follow are an indication of this concern. "There are numerous signs that we are beginning to lose sympathy and compassion which have so long characterized nursing ...Nurses are becoming increasingly afflicted by the unrelatedness, alienation and lack o f commitment so prevalent today" (Travelbee 1971, 2) , and F ro m er (1981, xi) states "Somewhere along the line after graduation these concerns aiui values become lost or at least are repressed enough that they are no lo n g e r p r e s e n t at a co n scio u s level in professional functioning. Many nurses have been described as uncaring, insensitive, and h a rd en ed to th e needs o f their clients". Statements such as these show concern about the lack of commitment evidenced by nurses.
Lack of C larity and Research
According to the researcher's observations, there seems to be no indication of any studies conducted on the subject of commitment. In the limited available literature, the inference made on commitment as a factor in nursing lacks s p e c ific ity r e g a rd in g the n a tu re and measurement of commitment as a phenomenon. Content derived from nursing authors such as Travelbee (1971) and Auld and Birum (1973) whose works on commitment are based on the phi losophical wri ti ngs of Marcel, al though very valuable, serve no useful purpose towards d is p e llin g the u n c e rta in ty su rro u n d in g com m itm ent in the nursing context. If commitment is so vital to nursing practice that it forms its very essence, it is imperative that the uncertainty be dispelled and the meaning of the concept be clarified for the benefit of all concerned. The discovery of facts about phenomena such as commitment will help in elim inating w eaknesses in the conceptual structure of nursing practice. It is proposed here that the need to clarify the meaning and criteria for commitment as a concept in the professional nursing context is long overdue.
AIMS OF TIIE STUDY
Although the interest in this study was triggered by a lle g a tio n s th a t th e re w as la ck o f commitment among nurses, its aim is not directly concerned with the question of whether or not the allegation is true. Instead, on the basis of the problems mentioned earlier, the study was undertaken to: * clarify the theoretical m eaning o f the concept "commitment to patient care", * determ ine the functional m eaning and importance of commitment in the work situ atio n o f the reg istered nurses in Bophutatswana, * to identify factors/behaviours that manifest the nurses' commitment to patient care.
Only the clarification of the theoretical meaning of the concept i n the nursi ng context is discussed in this article.
The researcher points out that although in common practice the term 'commitment' isused unqualified (as in the statement 'commitment is the essence of the profession's service to mankind'), to achieve specificity in this study, the concept 'commitment to patient care' is used instead. Again, whilst the researcher shares with Travelbee (1971) the view that nursing care encom passes a w ide variety o f activities directed at the health needs of individuals, sick or w ell, in c lu d in g th e fam ily and the community, the concept nursing care or patient care is used to refer to the care of persons encountered in health care institutions only. In the context of this study therefore, patient care is used to refer to al I measures undertaken by the nurse in meeting the health care needs of those in health care institutions, irrespective of the reason for their being there.
A N A L Y SIS O F T IIE C O N C E P T 'C O M M IT M E N T T O P A T IE N T C A R E ' IN T R O D U C T IO N
Since one of the aims of this study was to remedy or reduce the apparent lack of clarity about the meaning of the concept commitment in the nursing context, an analysisof the concept was undertaken. In order to do this the researcher combined the approaches suggested by Chinn and Jacobs (1983) and Walker and Avant (1983) . Whereas the former identify five steps of this process, viz:
* identifying the concept;
* examining existing definitions of the word label;
* constructing cases;
* testing cases, and * formulating criteria, the latter suggest eight steps as follows:
* selecting a concept;
* determ ining the aim s and purpose of analysis;
* identifying al I uses of the concept that can be discovered; * constructing a model case;
* constructing additional cases;
* identifying antecedents and consequences;
* defining empirical referents.
* An examination of these steps revealed that except for categ o rizatio n groups and terminology differences, the twoapproaches basically were identical.
A P P R O A C H Existing d efinitions o f 'C om m itm en t' Some dictionary definitions
The Heineman English Dictionary defines the verb 'to commit' as:
* "to do, to perform, e.g. he is likely to commit a serious crime;
* to give, to put into trust or charge of; e.g. it is p o s s ib le to co m m it th e w h o le responsibility to one person; he will commit the combination code to memory; * to pledge or bind; e.g. he did not commit himself to undertaki ng al I the tasks his dy i ng mother assigned him."
Com m itm ent therefore means: the act of committing; the state of being committed; a promise to do something. The Pocket Oxford Dictionary defines the verb 'to commit' as:
* "to entrust or consign for treatment or safe keeping;
* to put or throw in (to the earth, the flames etc.); * to send (person) to prison; * to be a doer of (blunder, crime etc.);
* to expose to risk;
* to involve in a course of action;
* to pledge or dedicate onesel f (to a course of action etc.)."
Being committed means being dedicated to or involved with a particular doctrine, course of action, etc. Commitment as a noun means an undertaking or pledge that restricts freedom of action; dedication to or involvement with a particular doctrine, course of action etc.
Commitment is therefore:
* the act or process of entrusti ng or consi gni ng for safe keeping;
* an act of engagement or pledging;
* in law -a warrant for imprisonment; also the s ta te o f b ein g co m m itte d or act of committing to prison.
Definitions given by registered nurses i | Bophuthatswana
S om e o f the d efin itio n s o f the concept commitment extracted from the responses made by nine registered nurses in Bophuthatswana who took part in the pi lot study, are given below: (The nurses in the pilot study were chosen at random from the staff o f the Bophelong Community Hospital in Bophutatswana and interviewed in their working situations in the medical, surgical, paediatric and intensive care wards).
* it involves independence to know more, and doing what you have to do with concern and it has a goal. It goes out and it produces something good, i.e. the results are visible; * being held up, like for example if I get an offer for a trip and refuse because I have other things to do;
* it implies that I have a duty or responsibility;
* for example when a woman is in the second stage of labour, knowledge that she should not be left alone until she has delivered implies commitment; * I see commitment as an obligation. What one is expected by oneself to do. It's sort of responsibility. Something that you cannot run away from, something that you have to account for;
* it means you must do everything you know to the best of yourabil ity ... nobody is forci ng you to do it, but you do it because you want to. It is voluntary;
* it involves to feel responsible in your position just like being a mother who is committed to play her role as a mother to her family;
* you must feel that the working situation is part of you and not dissociated from your daily life;
* it depends on the liking to be committed, for example, an individual who just works to earn a living is not committed. It depends on the personality of the individual;
* commitment means not fully involved in a sphere. Not much responsibility; whereas in involvement there is full responsibility. It involves creativity and initiative. It means giving out som ething, for exam ple in studies, the time spent, the search for inform ation, the sacrifice, all call for involvement.
* commitment might be a result of obligation; * co m m itm en t la c k s stro n g in tr in s ic motivation, that is if I am right;
* making a promise that I must fulfil -a promise that I make to somebody or myself;
• * held up by certain important matters which might prevent you from carrying out certain issues which need immediate attention.
Critical A ttributes This step is termed by Chinn and Jacobs (1983) as 'formulating the criteria'. They further state that criteria specify the necessary and sufficient conditions for the concept toexist. These criteria should express adequately both the qualitative and the quantitative aspects of the phenomenon. In addition "criteria will not precisely define the concept but rather will provide guidelines for determining whether or not the reality basis for the concept exists in a given situation" (Ibid, p87). Walker and Avant (1983) term this stage as the determination of definition or critical attributes. Acccording to these authors this stage comprises a list of characteristics which help to identify the occurrence of a specific phenomenon as differentiated from another similar or related one; furthermore, when all the instances of a concept have been gathered, the decision as to which meanings will be most useful in relation to the aims of the anal ysis rests with the analysts. The decision is influenced by consideration of the social or nursing context in which the concept is to be used.
In analysing the definitions obtained from the consulted dictionaries and the pilot study, the following critical attributes were identified in resp ect o f the m ean in g o f the con cep t 'commitment':
* active and purposeful involvement with or participation in a chosen cause; * unlimited freedom in the choice of cause with lim itation of freedom due to the demands of the cause, i.e. limited freedom within unlimited freedom; * voluntary indebtedness to and protection of others; * selflessness; * action and active participation; * willingness to be part of the cause.
In the case of the nurse being committed to patient care:
* she makes a free choice to become involved in the cause of patient care;
* her involvem ent is unconditional and unreserved;
* she is convinced of the good of serving human beings for their own sake;
* her measures of care are primarily intended for the benefit of the client on whom she does not impose her choices or decisions;
* she accepts full responsibility for her undertakings in patient care.
Constructing Cases
According to Chinn and Jacobs (1983) , once existing definitions of the concept have been listed, various cases for testing ideas thought to be embodied in definitions of the concept must be constructed. From these cases tentative criteria for the concept under study begin to emerge. The following cases were constructed:
A Model Case A model case is a "real" life example of the use of the concept. It includes all critical attributes to the best of the analyst's present understandi ng of the concept. The impressions derived from the model case may be clearly evident in the description or may be implied by the behaviours that are described. "Basically, the model case is one which we are absolutely sure is an instance of the concept" (Walker & Avant 1983: 31).
Example
Five minutes before lunch time, just as she com pletes her ward round, Miss More, a registered nurse, spots Mr Xulu, a convict who has been in a coma for the past twenty one days, blinking. Although she cannot believe her eyes she exclaims for joy. She comes closer with the hope of seeing Mr Xulu blink again. She gently strokes his arm, at the same time urging him to respond. Mr Xulu, however, just lies still. Because the response means so much to her, Miss More decides to wait a little longer at the bedside. After several attempts to get Mr Xulu to respond, Miss More notices that lunch time is over and the ward doctor has arrived for rounds. She just cannot wait to tell the doctor and her colleagues how rewarded she feels about the improvement in Mr Xulu's condition. She maintains that it is not her effort alone but that of the whole staff that has helped Mr Xulu. She works with even more dedication to ensure Mr Xulu's continued improvement.
A C ontrary Case A contrary case is one that is certainly not an instance of the concept being analysed. It may be related enough to be similar in some respects but is is definitely not representative of the concept. By comparing the differences between instances of the model and contrary cases, one is able to revise, add to, or delete from the tentative list of criteria being formulated for the concept.
On completion of her educational programme, Lindi, now a registered nurse, applies for four different jobs, only one of which is in nursing. All four places offer her employment with immediate effect. In each case she studies the conditions of service thoroughly, comparing the benefits. She ultimately decides to take up the nursing post because compared with the others, it offers better benefits.
A Borderline Case A borderline case is an instance which contains some, but not all of the critical attributes of the concept being examined. According to Walker and Avant (1983) a borderline case even may contain most or all of the criteria but differs substantially in one of them, such as the length of time or intensity of occurrence. Chinn and Jacobs (1983) describe a borderline case as an instance of pseudo-or metaphorical application of the word label under scrutiny; it which comes about as a result of the need for the evolution of lan g u ag e and th o u g h t to rep resen t new phenom ena having no available word to describe them. A special feature of borderline cases is that limitations of the central meaning imposed by examining such cases do not inhibit the new usage, but rather a critical one or two features of the concept's core meaning may become prominent.
Example "I have realised that nursing is not my line but I have to go on since I have already committed myself', remarked a dissatisfied student nurse.
Related Cases
The construction of related cases is regarded as one of the most productive approaches used in concept analysis. It involves the examination of differences between concepts intimately related to the study concept, but which are thought not to mean exactly the same. Construction of related cases helps us understand how the concept under study fits into the network of associated concepts.
The following concepts have been identified as those related to the concept of commitment:
Loyalty
The term loyalty is an abstract noun derived from the term loyal. The Oxford Paperback Dictionary (1984) defines it as "steadfast in one's allegiance to a person or cause or to one's country or sovereign", w hile L ongm an's Dictionary of Contemporary English defines loyalty as "a connection which binds a person to someone or something to which he is loyal".
From these definitions it is clear that loyalty resembles commitment in certain aspects, for instance, they both involve attachment, or a bond o f a steadfast and continued nature. However, it differs from commitment in that it is discriminatory: it is accorded only to those who are held in esteem • those who are regarded as sym bols o f pow er. T he relationship governed by loyalty lacks reciprocity in that the disadvantaged party is duty-bound to serve the advantaged party. In contrast to commitment loyalty significantly benefits those in power.
Dedication
Dedication is described in the Heineman English Dictionary as "a state of being wholly devoted to something". Devotion is explained as "a strong love or affection".
This means that in contrast to loyalty, devotion is ch a racterise d by love, affec tio n and a d m iratio n w h ich m akes d e v o tio n and dedication somehow similar. Dedication seems to differ from commitment in that whilst a dedicated person gives wholly or completely to someone or something, involvement of the self is not indicated. In the case of dedication the beneficiary is usually not at risk, but in an advantaged position because he revered. Dedication therefore, is also single-directional.
Motivation
Motivation is a concept derived from the term 'motive' which is described by behaviourists as a causative factor, the impelling force or energy behind an individual's goal-directed behaviour.
Because it is goal-directed, once the goal has been realised and satisfaction reached, the goal-seeking behaviour ceases. Motivation therefore differs from commitment in that it is intended for the satisfaction and benefit of the self.
Duty
The term duty is explained as a "moral or legal obligation, what one is bound or ought to do, binding force of what is right" in the Pocket Oxford Dictionary (1984 p.229) , and "what a person is obliged or feels obliged, to do" in the Heinemann English Dictionary (1979 p.334). The concept duty, therefore, im plies an obligation which can be legally enforced. Duty overrides the individual's freedom of choice and has legal implications while commitment has none.
Fromer (1981 29) expresses the view that "... d uty m ust play a ro le in p ro fe ssio n a l commitment and is part of the desire to help and serve clients. The point of view suggests that commitment is part of duty, but not the whole of it.
A Hypothetical Case
An invented or hypothetical case is one which is constructed using ideas outside one's own experience. The use of an invented case when examining a very familiar concept or one which is such a 'commonplace' as to be taken for granted, is recommended by Walker and Avant (1983) . In order to get a true picture of the cri tical defini ng attributes of such concepts they suggest that the concept be taken out of its ordinary context and put into an invented one. The example below illustrates commitment:
Example An isolated, primitive island was struck by a leprosy epidemic. Eventually all the inhabitants were affected and there was nobody left to care for anybody. A new scientific gadget was invented that emitted rays which would destroy the causative organism. But this meant that someone who had never been exposed to the infection would have to haul the gadget the length of the island within a specified period to escape infection, dump it with its dangerous contents into the sea and swim to safety.
B ecause o f the risks involved w hoever undertook the mission had to understand the implications and accept the task willingly without undue persuasion. A certain Dr. Bongani volunteered, saying that he was convinced that it was his responsibility as a human being to help his fellow-beings and that he believed it was a worthy task. He took all necessary measures to avoid danger to himself and successfully accomplished the mission. Chinn and Jacobs (1983) state that there are other varieties of cases which may be useful in analysing concepts. "How cases are classified is not critical, but their important function in stimulating clarity of meaning is extremely significant" (Ibid, p86). It was on such grounds that the research decided to use concept analysis for the present study.
Identifying antecedents and consequences
Antecedents are those events or incidents which must occur prior to the occurrence of the concept. Consequences are those events or incidents which occur as a result of the occurrence of the concept. The determination of these two elements is recommended by Walker and Avant (1983) on the grounds that it may shed considerable light on the social context in which the concept is generally used. It also becomes helpful in further refining the critical attributes of the concept under study.
Antecedents for commitment to patient care:
(i) conviction that humans are worthy beings;
(ii) development of genuine love and respect for human beings;
(iii)ability to transcend the self in patient care interventions;
(iv)conviction that human life has purpose and meaning;
(v) willingness to contribute in a meaningful way towards the welfare of one's fellow beings.
Consequences of Committment:
(i) openness and accessibility to patients in times of need;
(ii) ability to find fulfilment of life's purpose in patient care interventions;
(iii)therapeutic use of self;
(iv) personal and professional growth of the nurse.
Empirical Referents
According to Walker and Avant (1983:34) empirical referents are "classes or categories of actual phenomena which by their existence or presence demonstrate the occurrence of the concept under study". They point out that in many cases the critical attributes of the concept and the em pirical referents are identical. However, when the concept being analysed is highly abstract, the critical attributes are also abstract. This necessitates the determination of the empirical referents.
In the case of commitment to patient care the following empirical referents were identified by the researcher: ( i) Overt preparedness and willingness by the nurse to go that bit further to do for the patient that much more than that to which she is legally bound.
(ii) Verbalizing the need for committed care in both formal and informal situations.
(iii)Speaking positively about patients and patient care at all times even during times that are most exerting.
(iv)Providing consistently and unconditionally for the needs of patients even w hen co n fro n ted w ith adverse situations.
(v) Spontaneous or voluntary involvement in activities that promote commitment to patient care in both small and large scales.
(vi)Showing respect to all patients and their rights without discrimination.
CONCLUSION
The term commitment was found to have a variety of meanings, one of which is the meaning related to commitment to patient care. In this context it is a state of being which influences the quality of the nurse-patient relationship. It draws the nurse and the patient together and isa disciplined way of approaching patient care and its problems. Although most of the nurses interviewed attached the same
